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Making Cloud  
Computing Simple

FINALLY, A MULTI-CLOUD 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION  
FOR MSPS AND ENTERPRISES

UNIGMA CLOUD 
MANAGEMENT SUITE  
INCLUDES:

PAY LESS WITH  
CLOUD COST 
OPTIMIZER

CLOUD COST OPTIMIZER 

Unigma makes cloud management easy. The suite of products 
is a software-as-a-service platform that helps manage, analyze, 
optimize, and bill for the most popular cloud services – Amazon 
Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, 
and Office365.

Running a public cloud is challenging. There are many 
moving pieces and things can change quickly. Keeping 
track of costs is a daunting task. But it doesn’t need to be. 

Cloud Cost Optimizer by Unigma is an easy-to-use 
product that helps lower costs and analyze current  
cloud spend.

  Get cost-saving recommendations
  Right size your environment 
  Analyze your current and past cloud spend
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– Alex Ho, ComputerSupport.com

Unigma Cloud Billing Manager saves us 20 minutes 

per customer in manual labor every month, and 

helps avoid billing mistakes that can be costly and 

embarrassing. We now use Unigma to bill for all of 

our resold cloud product.
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BILLING MADE EASY WITH 
CLOUD BILLING MANAGER

MONITOR, MANAGE AND  
AUTOMATE WITH CLOUD MANAGER

  Save time and money by reducing billing efforts
  Eliminate costly mistakes
  Automate your back-office operations
  Integrate with Kaseya, Autotask, and ConnectWise

  Automate common tasks
  Fire SmartTasks based on cloud metrics and events
  Monitor at scale, using policy
  Save time and money by shutting down 
       unused resources

  Policy-driven performance monitoring
  Alerting via email or direct-to-ticket integration 
       to Kaseya, Autotask, and ConnectWise 

  Dashboarding for easy troubleshooting and correlation

  Scheduled task automation

  SmartTasks for event and condition-driven automation

  Single pane of glass for multi-customer and multi-cloud 
       management

For an MSP running a successful, fast-paced business, 
every minute counts. Relying on manual processes won’t 
work for the long term. Unigma Cloud Billing Manager 
helps MSPs and resellers optimize, reduce errors, and 
save time by automating billing for AWS, Microsoft Azure, 
and Office365 products.

Managing multiple customers and departments in a 
single or multiple clouds can be tedious. Unigma Cloud 
Manager helps streamline operations, maintain consis-
tent cloud performance, troubleshoot, and automate 
routine tasks.

UNIGMA CLOUD MANAGEMENT SUITE FEATURES

  Multi-tenant and white-label options available

  Cost insights to help visualize and report on cloud spend

  Cost savings recommendations to help drive down 
       cloud costs

  Cloud billing automation for AWS and Microsoft CSP 
       resellers

CLOUD MANAGEMENT SUITE


